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Seeing Promise and Peril in Digital Records ECHNICAL standards may seem arcane, but they are often powerful tools of economic development and social welfare. They can be essential building blocks for innovation and new industries. The basic software standards for the Web are striking proof. Safety is also a potent argument for standards. History abounds with telling examples, like the Baltimore fire of 1904. That inferno blazed for 30 hours, destroying more than 1,500 buildings across 70 city blocks. Fire engines from other cities came to help, but could not. Their hose couplings — each a different size — did not fit the Baltimore fire hydrants. Until then, cities saw little reason to adopt a standard size coupling, and local equipment manufacturers did not want competition. So competing interests undermined the usefulness of, and investment in, the technology of the day. Today, the matter of standards for electronic health records is raising similar concerns, prompting heated debate in recent meetings of representatives from medicine, industry, academia and government. The stakes, they say, could scarcely be higher. They agree that, when well designed and wisely used, digital records can deliver the power of better information to medicine, improving care and curbing costs. But computer forms, they add, can also be difficult to use, cluttered and distracting, causing more harm than good in health care. “This is an issue that potentially affects the health and safety of every American,” says Ben Shneiderman, a computer scientist at the University of Maryland. The controversy points to the delicate balancing of interests involved when creating technical standards that inherently limit some design choices yet try to keep the door open to innovation. It also raises the question of the appropriate role for government in devising such technology requirements. At issue is the Obama administration’s plan to develop standards to measure how effective and easy digital patient records are to use — applying a research discipline known as humancomputer interaction or human factors. (The International Organization for Standardization, which is based in Geneva, defines the usability of a product by three attributes: “effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction.”) The need to improve the usability of computerized records is clearly evident — and has been for some time. A 2009 study by the National Research Council, an arm of the National Academy of Sciences, found that electronic health record systems were often poorly designed, and so could “increase the chance of error, add to rather than reduce work flow, and compound the frustrations doing the required tasks.” At a government-sponsored gathering last month, Dr. David Brick, a pediatric cardiologist in New York, demonstrated how it took eight mouse clicks
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Later, she explained that she thought the government should confine its efforts to analyzing the methods companies deploy to improve usability, like field studies in doctors’ offices. It should monitor and promote industry “best practices,” she recommended, but not do comparative measurements of different health record vendors or product features. “What scares me is design details mandated from on high,” Ms. Foley said. “That’s going to prevent me from making my electronic health records more usable. It will hurt innovation.” The administration’s health technology officials say they have no intention of dictating what electronic health records should look like, and they say the industry’s worries are overstated. “If we standardize the right things, we can promote innovation rather than stifle it,” says Dr. Douglas Fridsma, director of health information technology standards in the Department of Health and Human Services. The industry’s stance, some health and computer professionals say, understates the progress made in human factors and human-computer interaction research over decades. They cringed at the summary of a hearing held by a government advisory group in April, which began: “Usability is in the eyes of the beholder.”



on particular significance because this year is when the government begins spending billions of dollars to accelerate the adoption of computerized patient records. The incentive payments, typically as much as $44,000 a physician, begin this year. But those payments require doctors to make “meaningful use” of “certified” electronic health records. The payments are staggered over five years, and to get the money physicians must use the technology for increasingly extensive record-keeping and reporting. The administration has not said whether a usability standard will be in the next stage of requirements, due by early next year. The government says it is committed to working with technology companies, medical professionals and academics, to adopt the best approach. Yet common ground has been elusive so far.



At a meeting last month at the National Institute of Standards and Technology in Gaithersburg, Md., Janet Campbell, a software developer at Epic Systems, a supplier of electronic health records, expressed the industry’s concerns. Doctors are discriminating consumers, she said, and companies like hers work on improving their products in the marketplace every day. “What’s taken as fact is that the industry has failed,” Ms. Campbell told the audience of health specialists and government officials. “I’m here to challenge that assumption.” She added, “I don’t believe that introducing government into this will produce better outcomes.” Mary Kate Foley, vice president of the user experience at Athenahealth, a health technology company, expressed similar sentiments at the meeting last month.



HERE is, to be sure, an element of art to designing the look and feel of computing objects that intuitively please users. Consider the iPad. But software design specialists point to ample research showing, for example, that changing the size, color and placement of graphic icons on a screen can reduce the time it takes to perform computing tasks. Searching from one digital page after another, they say, devours time and increases the chance of user errors. Each click to another screen to find information is another cognitive excursion, a tax on the brain. Doctors and nurses, specialists say, work in complex decision-making settings. But a lot of research, they note, has been done on how to improve human performance working in complex systems, including jet plane cockpits, air traffic control towers and nuclear power plant controls. Some of that expertise, they say, can surely be applied to doctors’ offices and hospitals. “There is no doubt about this being measurable and a science,” says Lana Lowry, who leads the human factors project for health information technology at the National Institute of Standards and Technology. (The institute, a federal agency, is working on usability measurements for the administration.) What is also beyond doubt is that the promise of digital records will be unfulfilled if doctors refuse to adopt them, because they regard the technology as cumbersome, time-consuming and possibly dangerous. “Usability is going to be the single greatest impediment to physician acceptance,” says Dr. Edward H. Shortliffe, a professor at the University of Texas Health Science Center in Houston. Ø



Vice fund was not implicated. Mr. Sapio remains a major shareholder of Mutual Capital Alliance, the holding company that controls USA Mutuals, the fund’s current adviser, according to Jerry Szilagyi, the president of USA Mutuals. The settlement barred Mr. Sapio from involvement in the mutual fund’s operations for five years. Mr. Sapio could not be reached for comment. The fund’s core stocks are often shunned on ethical grounds, a stigma that tends to depress prices, Mr. Sullivan said, but that gives the stocks some immunity from volatile swings induced by manias and panics. “These stocks are really never entirely in fashion,” he said. Over the long run, he added, “these companies just aren’t going to go away. They are very solid, very reliable, and they produce very good returns.” So vice investing has a formidable record. As for the Virtus Small-Cap Sustainable Growth fund, how much virtue is in it? As far as corporate governance goes, the Virtus family appears to be solid, although Morningstar has not graded it. Communications to shareholders seem to be models of candor. One recent report said that the fund’s



performance was hurt by “poor stock selection,” a straightforward admission. “We’ve been doing well lately, but sometimes we’ll make a bad choice,” said Jon K. Christensen, one of the fund’s managers. But don’t let the name fool you. The virtue of “sustainable growth” to which the fund aspires has nothing to do with environmentalism, Mr. Christensen said. It refers to profits built on a sound base and that can be expected to keep growing. “We don’t invest in renewable energy companies,” he said. “Frankly, right now, those companies are unprofitable. We don’t invest in anything that hasn’t been profitable for many, many years, in good times and bad, and that we think can be counted on.” He said he looks for smaller companies with long-term “competitive advantages,” often based on “proprietary” qualities that provide high profit margins and free cash flow and require relatively little capital investment. Its holdings are eclectic and include Hansen Natural, which sells Monster Energy drinks; Hittite Microwave, which builds semiconductors for the communications industry; Cohen & Steers, which runs real estate investment trusts; and



Copart, which he called “the eBay of the salvage vehicle industry.” The fund isn’t listed as a “socially responsible fund” by US SIF — The Forum for Sustainable and Responsible Investment. That group advocates “investing practices that consider environmental, social and corporate governance criteria to generate long-term competitive financial returns and positive societal impact,” according to Meg Voorhes, its research director. But she said that many of the organization’s members believed that profits could only be sustainable with ethical business practices, and that the richest profits were not always the most admirable. An example in the news lately, she said, is provided by the News Corporation, the media conglomerate controlled by Rupert Murdoch that has been embroiled in a scandal over phone hacking and bribery in London. “Many of our members say that News Corp.’s profits aren’t sustainable because they’re based on practices that are reprehensible,” she said. There may, in other words, be virtue in old-fashioned, long-term investing, even it isn’t always obvious. Vice, on the other hand, is its own reward. Ø
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on a digital record to find the patient information presented comfortably on the single sheet of a paper chart. Hearing such complaints, countless times, from doctors and nurses is what prompted the administration to put usability on its policy agenda. The main users of electronic health records are doctors and nurses. And the uses are tasks like recording a patient’s basic information, ordering lab tests, electronically prescribing medications and checking for possibly dangerous drug interactions. For example, taking the blood thinner warfarin (Coumadin) with aspirin, which also inhibits clotting, increases the risk of internal bleeding. The most important early measurement, officials say, will be to ensure that the electronic records are designed to avoid errors, embracing the physician’s dictum, “First, do no harm.” The administration’s initiative takes
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The Wages Of Virtue and Vice ICE and virtue are engaged in a recession-proof.” titanic struggle on many fronts, The strategy has been working. The and vice often appears to have Vice fund gained 6.64 percent in the secthe upper hand. Just read the headlines. ond quarter. Over the 12 months Scandals in politics, sports, business through June, it returned 39.32 percent, and journalism seem to be popping up compared with 39.39 percent for the Vireverywhere. tus fund. Over five years, Vice edged But how reassuring it is to see virtue out Virtus, with an annualized return of beating vice in at least one statistically 3.44 percent vs. 3.28 percent for the Virverifiable contest — mutual fund pertus fund. formance. In August 2002, in a brief report on There, at the top of the charts for genthe fund’s creation, I noted the Vice eral domestic mutual funds published in fund’s cheeky slogan: “When it’s good, Sunday Business last week, was a fund it’s very, very good . . . and when it’s that wears its virtue on its bad, it’s better.” sleeve: the Virtus SmallAfter a series of manageCap Sustainable Growth ment changes, the fund’s fund. The Virtus fund approach remains much the Doing the right gained 8.43 percent in the same. “The name suggests three months through June, thing pays some salacious options, but making it No. 1 for the secwe don’t invest in all vices,” ond quarter of 2011. said Gerald Sullivan, manwell. So does If your Latin is rusty, ager since June 1. “We don’t “virtus” is a form of virtue, selling bombs invest in bordellos; for one specifically the “kind of inthing, they’re not publicly tegrity and strength” that and booze. traded,” he said. Its definiwas prized in the ancient tion of vice is actually quite Roman republic, according limited. It doesn’t invest in to Joe Fazzino, a spokesjewelry, furs or reality television shows either, for example. man for Virtus Investment Partners, the fund’s parent company, a 2008 spinTop holdings include Philip Morris off from the Phoenix life insurance and Altria, which make cigarettes; Gengroup in Hartford, Conn. “When we eral Dynamics, Raytheon and Northrup rebranded, we chose the name ‘virtus’ Grumman, which build weapons; to emphasize those qualities.” Carlsberg, Diageo and SABMiller, which distill alcoholic beverages; and But if mutual fund branding is a kind the Galaxy Entertainment Group, of morality play, this is no time to be which owns Macao casinos. complacent. Vice is nipping at virtue’s The fund has thrived despite the legal heels. problems of its original adviser, Second on the mutual fund list stood Mutuals.com and several executives, inthe Vice fund, which was founded in cluding Richard Sapio, Mutuals.com’s 2002 with the proud intention of devotformer chief executive. ing itself to “socially irresponsible In a 2008 settlement with the Securistocks,” specifically those in the tobacties and Exchange Commission, Mr. co, alcohol, gambling and military inSapio said that he had helped to “facilidustries. Dan S. Ahrens, the firm’s first tate improper trading practices” like manager (he’s now executive vice presmarket timing that hurt mutual fund ident of AdvisorShares, a sponsor of exshareholders and enriched hedge funds change-traded funds) said he realized and other deep-pocketed investors. The that these “vice stocks” were “nearly
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